Kristin Keith: Welcome! Where is everyone from?
John Ravizza: Appleton, Wisconsin.
Gina King: Marion, Ohio
Jennifer Riddo: New York City
Emily Soley-johnson: Lake Geneva, WI
David Jakstys: Concord, California
David Domotor: Glendale, AZ
Madison DiBernardo: Edmond, Oklahoma
Mary Amantea-Klukas: Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Wendi Shumard: Curaçao, Dutch Antilles
Sandra Fielding: Springfield, MA
Mary Kanthack: Mary Ellen Kanthack Genoa City Wisconsin! :)
Mary Kanthack: Assessments that connect are hard to manage. I need help with this.
Mary Kanthack: Thank you!
David Domotor: What would a lesson plan look like that contained these eight effective teaching procedures?
David Domotor: Thank you, so maybe this is a template for a unit, not necessarily a daily plan. I will look at those resources. Thanks again.
Mary Kanthack: Just a comment....
Mary Kanthack: I have been building my own program on my own. Any advice on trying to get others on board?
Mary Kanthack: That means that I am using a template from our CESA
Mary Kanthack: Then adding in resources
Mary Kanthack: And creating it from assessments.
Mary Kanthack: Thanks you!
Wendi Shumard: Thank you!
Mary Kanthack: Thank you!
Mary Kanthack: You all too!
Sandra Fielding: thank you. you too
Jennifer Riddo : Thank you !! You Too